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9,!t.:ptel t  de.s.cribes the  background deveLopment of  international rnf,ra-uommunity goods transport  by'Hire  and Reward'road hau_ riers  from 1981 to  1996.  0n an intra-EuR-10  basis,  traffic  grew by 269o and addition  of  spain and portugal in  1,9g6 increased the market by a further  27%.  Inclusion of Lross-trades recorded un_ der the community Quota, which were growing faster  than biraterar movements, added a further  ).4,^ in  l9g6 to  give a totar  market of LOU x t09 t-km.
The use of  community Quota authorisations  from lggl  to  tgsi  is examined in  chapter 2.  use of  community Quota authorisations rose by 65% riom---FEr to  19g6 on an intra-Eutt-1"0 basis and by a further  26% in  19B6 to.15.5 x 1u9 t-km including spain and portu_
98r.  Provi::cional results  indicate  a f urther  zg% increase in  r9g7 to  20 x r09 t-km.  The share of  totar  traffic  held by community Quota rose from 10.5H in  lggl  to  I5,5% in  1985,
cross-trading. movements as a share of  all  community Quota move- ments roae slightly  from 20.i% in  lggl  to  zr.9'^ in  19g6 but as a percentage of  total  traffic  rose mope rapidly  from 2.r% in  lggS to  3.4% in  198b.  0nly on the relation  between Belgium and Itary did cross-trades have more than ltl% of the market in  1986.
The economie impact of  the community Quota from tggT to  lggg is assessed in  chapter l.  Ihe growth of  totar  traffic  from t9B6 to 1989 is  assufrffi-Ti-E? 5% per annun and di f f erent growth rates  f or hauliers  from each Member State have been oerivel  using results from a PR0GN05 study.
Two alternative  scenarios are evaluated for  the number of  Commu- nity  Quota authorisations in  l.9Bg, 13477 ( that  valid  from J March
-1.988 onwards, trlgBB B" )  and 17 153 ( the compromise proposaJ. on the council, table of  l4  l"larch l9gg,  'rl9gg c").  For rggg a Linear  4{.J% increase to  24OZI is  evaluateo.
Arlowing for  some decrease in  the  sverage use  of ^comnrunity Quota authorisetions,  the use is.-forecast to" ue 25 x L09 t_km un_ der scengrio lgBB ts and lr  x  109 t-km under scenario lggu c  (if this  applied  for  the  full  year);  in  lg8g  the  forecast  is 42 x  r07 t-km.  corresponding to  these forecasts,  the  share of the_ community Quota in  totar  traffic  is  expected to  rise  from 15.5% in  .1986 to  19.o% in  rgBT ,  23% under l9s8  B,  28% under 1988 c (1f  this  applied for  the fulr  year) and 36% in  rg89.
In  1986 the  share of  the  community Quota in  totar  traffic  by haulier  from each l'lember State varied  from I0% for  Netherlands and Greece to  over t5% for  Luxembourg, Irerand and Denmark.  tsy L989t the  rowest  share  is  forecait  to  be  for  France  ano Netherlands ,  27%, whire  for  Luxembourg,  Irerand,  Denmark and Portugal the  share is  foreeast to  be t-on or  over;  full  details for  all  Member States in  Table t.4CHAPTER  1
--- Trends in  international  in tra-Communit roa_d haulaqe 19Bl-1996
l. I  Introduction
As exprained in  the introduction  of  the -t9g7 Anarysis and Forecasts Report, the analysis of  the role  of  the community Quota in  international  intra-Community road haulage is  best carried out in  tonne-kirometres rather than tonnei.
In the previous report,  preparetl in  lvlarch rgg7, statistical data relating  to the Road Directiv e (lB/546) ,"s  not completery avairabre for  l9B5 so that  the principar  analyses carried out related to 19g4.  Although the derivery of  obta for  1986 to the statisticar  0ffice  oi  the furopean communities (s0Ec )  is  simirarry  delayed, it  was considered essential to  incorporate data for  f9b6 so as to include Spain and Portugal_as fully  as possibre in  the analysis and to avoid some of the difficulties  that  occured in  the previous Report (see section t.2.2  of the  IgBT Analysis and Forecasts Report).
l{hile  the Commission has submitted a proposaJ. to the Council to  incruderrcross-trades"  as welr as i,birateralrrdata  in Directive 7a/546, this  has not yet been adopted; it therefore forrows, as last  year, that  details  of bilateral movements are taken from Directive  7B/546 and the (partial  ) data on cross-trades are taken from the community Quota 5tatistics  supplied under Regulation )I64/76.
At the time of writing,  the  1986 Directive data has still  not been fully  gl"cked by the s0EC; the analysis presented here is  thus limited  to international  intra-Commrnity  movements by rrHire and Reward' hauriers and  some of the fiqures  are provisional .  Details of  'rown accountrr together with national transport for  l9B6 wilt  be given in  the  lgal  Annual l.leport.
community Quota authorisations are varid  for  journeys throughout the. community; it  is  therefor"  "ppiopriate  to switch from tUR-10 (up to  I9B5) to  EUR_12 (ibr  l9g6 onwards) when examining the share of the community Quota in  the totar  rrHire and Reward' market.  such an approach makes  it difficurt  to  examine trends, so that  in  some tables figures for  both intra-EUR-r0 ancJ intra-EuR-12 movements wirt  be presented for  1986.haul a
I.2  Trends of rrbilateralrr international  intra-Communit road
ffiregr-leg5.
Tabte l.l  shows the  trends  of  international  intra-community
tonne-kilometres  carried  out  byItHire  and Rewardrr road
hauliers  from each Member StatL  on bilateral  movements, i'e'
cI|oss-tradesandmovementsbyhauliersfromnon-Member
States are excluded,  as are  Lf f  movements on ttown accountrr'
TabIe 1.1  (which corresponds to  TabIe L't  in  the  L987
A;;iy"i"  and Forecasts iteport)  contains  columns for  1986 on
uotnintra-EUR-l0andintra-EUR-I2basis.This?l:?l:"
trends  to  be examined on a consistent  basis  for  lgBl  to  L9B6
forEUR-l0hauIierSasweIlaSgivingtheEUR-l2figures
needed for  comparisons elsewhere in  this  Report'
The results  show a 26 % increase  in  bitateral  internatiorral
intra-Communitv  t"a-sport  by trHire and Rewardrr hauliers  f'rom
lgBl  to  I986,  or  almost 5 % per  annum.  The rate  of  incretase
is  faster  during  the  period  lgBl  to  IgBt  than  in  the  laterr
period,  rgBt io'rggo  but  it  must be gmphasized that  this
relates  to  bilateral  transport  only  (tne  inclusion  of
cross-trades  is  examined in  the  sections  below)
There is  a considerable  variation  for  hauliers  from different
Member States  about the  community average increase  of  26 %,
with  very  considerable  increases  for  the  Benelux countriest
united  Kingoorl 
-and especialry,  Ireland,  small  growth llor
France and a fafl  for  Italy  (it  must however be mentioned
that  aIt  Italian  figures  are estimates,  based on tonnages
recorded in  trade  o-ata combined with  average distance  of
hauliers  from the  partner  Member Stater  so that  care  slrould
be taken in  interpfeting  the  Italian  figures)'
Itcanalsobeseenthattheeffectofincreasingthe
community from l0  to  L2 in  L9B6 was to  increase  the  size  of
the  (bilateral)  market,  as measured in  tonne-kilometres,  by
27%.N
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!ll.] Trends in'rcross-trades" between Member States orted 1n
strcs -1
Tonne-kilometres  achieved in  cross-tradin by  each
5tatistics  on cross-trades under Community Quotas have only
been established since t98l  for  t-km, while figures  f9"
cross.tradesoutsidetheCommunityQuota^mustawaitthe
extension of  the-it"tistical  tlirectj.ve  (Commission proposal
including,  inter  alia,  this  extension published in  0J N" C4
of  8.I.88'  P. 4).
Jable.l.2showsthedevelopmentofthis(restrictedformof)
cross-trading from 1985 Lo I986'  The I986 fiqures  have
already been puLii"nuO in  tf,e'iiAO  nnnuaf Rep6rt (TabIe 2'I4  ts) on
snEUR-I2basls,buttheresultsinTablel.2showthatjustover
halfoftheextrgcross-tradesin]gS6wereduetotheadhesionof
Spain and fortugaf-to  the Community' Note especially'  howevert
that  Spanish "ni 
Fortuguese hautiers had a very low propensity to
cross-trade, and that  iearly  6o% of  the extra croas-trading was
carried out by French hauri"r"-0u",  evidently,  to  their. strategic
position  between the Iberian peninsula and the rest  of  the
CommunitY.
Table 1.2.
llember State of frlurrer under Uommun
authorisations (x mIo -km
uoEa
intra
trJR -12
cr oss-
trades
invol-
v ing
EandP
1986
intra  EUR-Iu Member State
of  haul ier
lb change
86 /8t t98l  l9B4  1985  l'986
I06
,5 I5
40
Il54
877
3t8
88
53
90
0
25
4
7
t66
4
7t
96
t6
6
7
I2
t]
25
4
+  77
+82
+ 1088
+58
+  96
+  2O5
+t4
+  9t
+  50
0
x
x
t6  6t  60  99
D7  158  2t6  z',O
32336
689  726  886  l09I
,sg  439  577  781
99  LL?  209  toz
51  6tl  77  82
24  3L  44  46
52  5L  77  78
0000
D
F
I
NL
ts
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
E
P
1520  L642  2rB8  2765 Total
l01.4 T rends in total internationql  intra-Communit road haul-eoe b Hire and Reward hauliers,  f9Bf:I9S6
otal  tonne-kilometres ilHire  and  Reward,t x mio t-km
il
Iable L.J combines the resurts of  the biraterar  movements (Tab1e r.r)  and the cross-trades as reported under the community  Quota (Table I.2)  to give what wilt  be called  "totaI  t-km,, by,rHire and Rewardrr heuliers.
The increase from l98f  to  l9g6 for  total  tonne-kirometres  on an EUR-10 basis (rr.eg)  corresponds to  an average rate of  ).7% per annum. This comparea with an increase of  ro]rr  (or 1.n-p", annum) from 1981 to  19g6 on the basis of  bilateral  movemenLs arone, i.e.  incrusion of  the  ( partial )  cross-trades increases the growth.rate by armost o.r% and indicates the danger of  not recording eross- trades conrpletel y.
Table l.l  also shows that  from rgBf to  r9g6 the percentage increase in  total  t-km varled considerably  between Membei 5tates, fron'?2% for  GR to  +10016 for  L.  These divergent resu.r.ts are similaf  to  those observed in  Tab-r.e r. r  over a srightly  -Longer period.
.Llit! th9 presentation of  t9g6 figures  on an tuR-10 and EUR-r.2 basisr the importance of  the adh6sion of  spain and portugal can be examined for  hauliers  from each Member stale.  spanish ino Portuguese hauliers have 7o% of  the tonne-kilometres and of  the remaining 3a%, French and German hauliers each  with just  under l016, dominate the market.
T able  L.l.
Member State
of haulier
intra  tUR-10
trips
invol-
ving
EandP
I 986
intra
EUR-],2
I98l  1984  1985  1986
% change
86 /83 L986
t)
F
I
NL
ts
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
L4292  14855  15688  16078 12018  t1080  tt49u  14035 1t466  11049  L2258  1tI54 14057  L5244  L6558  18198 6800  7375  7941  8589 422p  435p  563  846
3212  )228  3067  3650 482  482  577  739
t54t  l5B0  3575  3853 2718  25L6  2265  2It6
+12
+17
-77
+29
+?6
+ L00
+74
+53
+9
-22
X
X
17 24
2U25
90 8p
502
489
t8
401
39
215
7
t2B9 5p
71 50
I1 BO2
15060
L2O62p
-1.8700
907 8
884
4051
778
4468
2t2t
12895p
17 50
Tot al 71010  73844  7t982  7s258 +  1.1.6 2899 3p 10025lp
AnnuaI change +4.O%  +2.9%  +4,J%I.5  Trends in  Member State shares l9Bf-I986
Table 1.4 shows the trends in  Member SLabe shares of  total
tonne-kilometres by rtHire and Reward haulieI| srr.  These
trendsrefleetthedifferentgrowthratesshowninthe ii-"n"ng"  BG/85u column of  Tabl e L.1,  i.e.  Luxembourg t
Ireland I  netherlands and Belgium. exhibit  the greatest
increases (on intra-[UR-10 Uasis) while Greece and ItaIy
show the greatest losses (on the same basis)'
Inclusion of  movements with 5pain ano fgrtugal  improvesi the
relative  share of  Germany and, especially,  France at.the
expense r principally,  of  Netherlands; this  is  shown in  the
left  hand column uni"r  rintra-EUR-I2', irr Table 1.4'  This
column has been included since including Spanish "nq
Portuguese hauliers (as shown in  the final  column of  Table
1.4) iaturally  reduces the shares of  aIl  other lulember
States.
TabIe 1".4 Share of  total  tonne-kilometres'rHire  and Reward'tr
-r986
l"lember State
of  haulier
intra  IUR-10 intra  EUR-I2
L98t  1984  198'  1986 L986
(provis
EUtt-10
trauliers
only
onal )
t)
t-
I
NL
B
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
t
P
?u. L  20. I  20.6  20.5
16.9  L7 .7  I 7. I  17 .7
18.9  I7.7  L6.l  r4.l
19. 8  2tJ, 6  2r. 8  2t -a
9.6  I0.0  10.5  l"{J. B
lJ.6p  0.6P  A.7  I'I
4.5  4.4  4. 0  4. 6
o.7  U.7  0.8  0.9
5.0  4.8  4-7  4.9
).s  1.4  3-0  2.7
2{J.8
t8. I
14.1
2I.8
.lU.6
1.0
4.7
o.9
4.8
2.'
17.8
I6.U
12. U
rB.7
9.1,
u.9
4.U
0.8
4.I
2:". I
I2:".9
1.7
Total 100  100  I00  rOu r00 IULI
l2CHAP ItR  2
- !{se of  Oommunit Quota authorisations r983 -1987
2.I  Introduction
Detailed examination of the  19g4 community Quota statistics was presented in  chapter z of the rgBT nnatysis 
"nJ-iorecasts Report (Marclr rguT) together with summary information for 1"98r to  r985.. summary information for  the  rgg6 community Quota Statistics  was presented in  Section 2.t  of the  rgB6 AnnuaI lleport ( November l9B 7 ) .
It  had been 1".,opgd !o carry out a detailed anal ysis of  the 1986 situation  il"ryding  "orp""isons with the resurts  from the 1986 Statisticar  Diiective,  but delays in  finalising  the spanish and portuguese fligures makes this  impracticar at  the moment, as one of the main reasons for  moving the basis of the detailed anarysis to  rgg6 was to  incrude spain ano Portuqal for  the first  time.
In this  chapter, the forrowing analyses wirl  be presented:
-  trends in  use of  community Quota by 14ember state of haul ier ,  l9B)-1997
-  shane of  0ommunity Quota in  total  t-km by l"rember state of haul ier ,  lggj-t 9u6
-  trends in  ""g:s-trading  under community Quota by r"rember 5tate of haulier,  IgBJltyA6
-  trends in  use of  community Quota by r,rember state of loading,  19B4-1986
-  trends for  relations  with important use 1984 and I986
-  trends for  rerations with important cross-trades, r9g4 and 1986
-  trends  for  relations  with  important
1984 and 19B6
It  should be stressed ilrat  the figures  on 0onrmunity tluota for  1987 are provisional estimates by the Commission Services.
of  Community  Quota,
ttlarqest  cross-trader'r,
the use of
and include some
IJ2.2 Trends in  use of  C ommunit uotas b Member State ol-ll3ulier
rg9t -  l9B
InTable2.IaPereproducedthetotalt-kmcarriedbyeach
Member state of haulier  under community Quota since L983.  As
inChapter].'figuresforJ.gB6arepresentecJbothonEUR-r0
and EUR-12 basis.
TherapidincreaseintheUseofCommunitYQuotafromlgs3to
1985(up65%onanEUR-r0basis)reflectsthelarqej.ncrea.se
in  the number of authorisations'  While most of  the
;;";entage  increases are close to the Community  averaget
those for  L,  IRL and GR are more than double the community'
average; this  is  due to the fact  that  these Member States
received much Iarger proportionate increases in  the number of
authorisations.  in"  po"libility  of  movements involving  Splain
andPortugalinlgBsincreasedtheUseoftheCommunity
Quotas by "  rJ"tiur-ZeX  (up-i"o*  L1tOB to  L5537 mio t-km)"
AlmosL60%qutoftheextra'229miot-kmWereperformedby
5panish and po"iugue"g.haulierst  and of the remaining  4O%1
|6% was bY French hauliers'
The figures for  LgBT (as explained in  tl'," introduction)  a:ne
proVisionalandcontainsomeestimatesbytheCommission
Servicesr geDeraffy only for  the 4th quarter'  It  is  thus
necessary to UL-u"'p"ciaity careful  in  interpreting  these
figures and no detailed analysis (by relation,  etc ' ) wilt  be
attempted at this  stage'
The (provisional)  figure  for  1987, 199B' mi"o t-kmt represents
anearIy29%increaseoVerlgBs.Thisissomewhatsmaller
than the  4L% increase in  the number of  authorisations (74t7
in  1985 to "n-"u"rage of  10490.5 in  1987 ) indicating  an
average drop of B t;  g% in  the average use of  a community
Quota authorisation.
ItmayberecalledthatinthelgBTAnalysisandForecasts
R;p;;t  (Section 1.4),  it  was stated that  the averaqe use per
authorisation must surery farr  sooner or later;  this  point  is
iurther  examined in  Table 2.2 which shows the average use per
authorisation by hauliers from each Member State'
t4TabIe 2.I  Tonne-kilometres achieved  b hauliers  from each Member
ate unoer uommunrty  tluo a aut.norrsa ons XM o t-km).
Me mbe r
State
of haulier
intra  EUR-10
trips
invol-
ving
EandP
1986
intra  EUR-12
1983  1984  L985  1986 % change
86 /83
19B6 1987
(prov)
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
E
P
I593
82I
II27
It80
818
I65
500
104
l0l I
52
X
X
L640
854
L).65
IL94
810
r76
6t7
L2I
ro22
101
X
X
2t 25  2548
1489  1148
I491.  18 2 8
L479  1797
1084  13t4
294  405
770  959
204  25L
L255  L627
160  2)-r
+60
+64
+62
+52
+63
+I45
+50
+l 4l
+6I
+3O6
X
X
I a)
174
505
74
lrl
140
40
75
29
I49
6
L549
180
2722
L853
L902
1908
I47 4
445
IO32
280
L77 5
2L7
L549
180
tIo4
2407
2t12
27 5t
2309
6r0
L209
368
L95t
222
2IT5
622
Total 7 47 r  7720 10150 12308 +65 3229 r5537 L9985
Notes:  General:  EUR totals  and changes have been caleulated  from
the  more precise  figures  provided  by Member States'
( a)  The French figures  for  1983 and 1984 are not  comparable
with  Iater  figures.
l5Table 2.2 shows that  there was a general increase in  average use flom
l98l  to  1986 except for  DK which fell  back 14% from the exeeptionall
leveIs seen in  l98l  and 1984. The largest  increase was for  GR (up
ll4%),  but this  was from an exceptionally Iow value in  1.981. For other
Member States, the Iargest increases (excluding F where tl"  resultsi up
to  1984 and Iater  are not comparable) were for  L and IRL (up 229i. and
17% respectively)  which is  surprising  given that  these two Member
States (together with GR) received the largest  number of  extra
authorisations.
Regarding 1987p the (provisional)  results  indicate  considerable
r"iu"tiois  ln  average.use for  D, I,  DK and especially  GRI while onjLy B
recorded an increase.  Again it  must be emphasized that  these resulLts
are provisional,  but it  i.s necessary to  use these provisional  I987
figures to  make the economic impact assessment  for  the Community Qtlota
for  1987 and to aerve as the basis for  the sssessment for  1988 and
r989.
Average tonne-  !f9 lTT'0'-rr--
Table 2.2
Member State
of haulier 198]  1984  1985  1985
5 ehange
86 /83
L987
( prov )
% change
s7 /86  ( p:eov )
t)
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
I
P
252t  2448
1859  r9t6
2068  2155
l88l  1998
1901  2085
1640  l8t4
Lt98  LStt
1587  L372
2676  2842
r218  L275
x  2)42
x  1884
2192
1252
t988
1884
1885
1487
Lt7 6
lL7 6
tt t4
596
X
x
2256
I302
2055
190I
I 886
I 5BB
I 460
137 8
3350
I144
x
x (o
+12
+55 ( a)
+B
+5
+lI
+22
+1" I
+17
-14
+1 l4
X
X
1955
r7 66
t777
1936
2426
1720
145 5
L229
2342
849
229 6
t7 t5
-20
-9
-18
-t
+I6
-5
-5
-I0
-lB
-tt
-u
-9
( a)
(b)
see TabIe 2. I
adjusted for  the
during the first
authorisations were not issued
1985
fact  that
7 weeks of
l6TabIe 2. J shows the  trend  in  l,lember State  shares of  tonne-kilometres
under Community  Quota from l98l  to  19U7, the  L9B7 figures  are
provisional.  Ihe  arrangement of  the  columns so as to  give  r9B6
figures  on an IUR-10 and tUR-I2 basis  is  the  same as TabIe 1.4.  The
main results  over the  whole period  from TabIe 2. J are:
the  increasing  share of  L
the  decreasing share of  D and IJK
TabIe 2.1  5hare of  tonne-kilometres  under Community Quota, -1981-1997
l"le mb e r
State of
haulier
intra  tUR-IU intra  tUlt-12
19B3 1984 1985 1986
I9
TUR-1U
hauliers
only
6
19 8l
( prov )
l)
F ( a)
I
NL
B
L
UK
I RL
DK
UR
t
P
2r. 5
I1.0
l5. r
I5.8
r0.9
2.?
8.0
1.4
Lt. 5
u.7
x
x
2r.2
1l.r
15.1
rt.5
1U.5
2.)
8.t
t.6
13. ?
l.l
x
X
2U. 
'
14. 4
14. 4
14. 3
1tJ.5
2.8
7.4
2. tJ
r2. t
L.,
X
X
2U.7
II.U
14.9
L4. 6
10.8
t.t
7.8
2.O
rt.2
r.7
X
x
20. u
r3.6
14. u
14.0
tu.8
3.3
7.6
2.t
tl.1
I.6
X
X
r7 .5
1.1.9
12.2
12. 5
9.5
2.9
6.6
1.8
It.4
1.4
IU. U
2.4
r5.5
r2. a
11.6
IJ.8
11.6
3.1
6.0
1.8
9.8
1.t
tu.6
J.I
TotaL lUIJ Lu0 I IJT] IUU IT]U lUU lUU
Notes:  (a)  The French figures  for  1981 and 1984 are not  comparable
with  later  figures  ( this  affects  figures  for  all  other
Member 5tates  marginalfy).
l72.t  Share of  Communit uota in  total  t-km b Member State of
AU er I9B3 -  1986
The growth in  the tonne-kilometres  achieved by each
Member State of haulier  under the Community Quota (Table :l.f)
being much more rapid than the growth of  total  international
intra-Community  rrHire and Rewardrr traffic  (TabIe I.l)  impjlies
a rapidly  growing share held by the CommunitY Quota.  The
shares, for  each Member State of haulier,  are shown in  TabIe
2.4,  for  the period I9B3 to 1985.  (lt  should be noted that
this  table is  slightty  different  from Table 2.2 in  the  19lr7
Analysis and Forecasts Report where the divisor  was Itbilateralt'  movements not ttallrt movements by rrHire and
Reward" hauliers).
The results  in  TabIe 2.4 show an increase of  5% on an EUR'-10
basis between IgBt (f0.5%) and LgB6 (I5.5%); there is  a
considerable variation  between Member States in  this  increase
(t.SX for  NL up to  It.7% for  DK)r but there is  even more
variation  between Member States in  the actual percentage
shares for  different  Member States in  any given year.  ThjLs
point was also made in  Section t.5  of  the 1987 Analysis and
Forecasts Report.
m EUR-10 to  EUR-12 makes little  difference to  the
shares in  TabIe 2.4 except for  France (up from 9.6
although one must note that r  os the percentage
France was 11.0 in  1985, the 19B5 results  indicate
shift  towards traffic  with the Iberian peninsula.
Change fro
percentage
t o II.5%) ,
share for
a decided
l8TabIe 2.4 Percenta sh are of  C ommunit uota in total internat ional 11 Hire  an e war rarlrc  f'or auliers rom each Mem er ate
Member
State
of haulier
intra  EUR-10 intra
EUR-12
di fference
B6 /83
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
lr.t
6.8
8.4
8.4
12. O
)9. Lp
lB. 7
2L.6
28.5
I.9
X
X
tl.0
6.5
8.9
7.8
11.0
40. 5p
19 .7
25. r
28.5
4.0
X
X
It.5
11.0
12.2
8.9
13.7
52.2
25. I
J5.4
35.I
7.I
X
X
15. B
9.6
15. 4
9.9
I5.5
47 .9
26. 3
34. O
42.2
10.0
X
X
+  4.7
+  2.8(a)
+  8.0
+  1.5
+  3.5
+  B.Bp
+  7.6
+  12.4
+ It.7
+  8.1
I5.3
t1.5
15. Bp
ro.2
I6.2
50. 3
25.5
36. O
4t .7
IO.2
I2. Op
2r.7
Tot aI
( a) The French figures
Iater
for  I9B3 and
figures  ( see
are not  comparable with
2.L).
I9B4
TabIe
t9It  is  also Possible
with the estimates
2.5 beIow.
to  compare the Percentage
forecast last  Year; these
shares for  L9B6
are shown in  Table
Com rison of  1985 ercentaqe shares under Communit
UOEA
T abl e 2.5
Di fference
( rounded )
0utturn L987
' A&F '  lleport
(Section t.6)
Member
5tate
of haulier
+l
<I
+4
<1
+l
-L2
<1
-L2
+4
+t
-4p
-2
15. t
rr.5
15. Bp
ro.2
I6.2
50. t
25.5
36. O
43 .7
ro.2
L2. Op
2r.7
l4
1l
I2
l0
l5
62
25
4B
40
7
l5
24
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
EUR-12
white the outturn in  TabIe 2.5 for  EUR-12 was quite
estimated forecast last  year there weDe differences
individual  Member States, tne most notable of  which
L and IRLr which were overestimated by +2%
and GR, which was underestimated  by t% (due to  fall
traffic  by GR hauliers)
close to
for
were  3
in  total
the
202.4 Trends in  cross-tradinq_ un!-g_r,qommunity Quota by Member state  of :--.- na
Statistics  on cross-trading under Community  Quota by Member state of haulier  for  LgBl to l9s;  have already been given in  Tabre r.z so as to be able to derive I'totaI  tonne-kilomeIres,,by Member State of haurier;  this  tabre witl  not be repeated.
comparison of  Tabte r.2  with  Table 2.I,  however, enables the share of cross-trades in  total  tonne-kilometres  under the community Quota to be evaruated.  These results  are shown in  Tabre 2.6. Figures for  r.9Bj to l9B5 end r986 (EuR-r2 basis)-were given in Table 2'16 of the 1986 AnnuaI Report, but the n",  table allows the presentation on both EUR-10 and EuR-i2 basis for  r986.  This latter  presentation demonstrates quite _clearly ttrat the Iarge increase in  the share of  cross-trades for  F was due to  the adhesion of  spain and portugar to the community (as stated, without proof,  in  the lg8b Annual Report).
Share of I able  2.6 gToss-!:sqer_in total  t-km under Communit uot a auEnorlsa ons
Membe r
State
of haulier
ihtra  EUR-10 intra
EUR-I2
U
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
I
P
3.5
I6.7
0.l
58.4
48.7
tg.g
LA. 2
22.8
5.f
0
x
x
t.8
lB.5
o.2
60. B
,4. t
6t. 4
9.4
25. B
5.0
0
x
x
2.8
17 .2
o.2
59.g
5t.2
7 r.2
9,9
2-1. B
6.2
0
x
x
3,9
lB.5
2.O
60.7
58. 
'
74.6
8.6
LB. ]
4. B
0
x
X
3.9
tr. t
2.I
6I. 0
59.5
76.A
8.5
1.9.0
5.1
0
.1 .6
0.9
Total
2lIt  is  also interesting  to  examine the share of  cross-trading in  total
tonne-kilonetres for  haulitr"  i"ot  each Member State'  This is  done by
comparing the ;;gr;;"-il-taLte  L'2 with those in  table 1'];  the
results  are grvei in  Table 2.7.  Figures for  1985 and L986 (on an
EUR-t2 basls) have already 6utn- giv6n. in  the last  two columns of' TabIe
2.15 of the I9B5 Annuel Report --but  there are revisions for  19816
(these are marked r).
Table ?.7 Share of cross:trades iQ total  t Member State  clf
(a)  The French figures for  L9Bt and 1984 are
figures.
not comParable with Iater
intra
E UR.I 2 intra  EUR-10 Merrbe r
State
of hauller
o. 6%
5. B*n
tJ. t%
6.2%
9 .7%t
,8.2%
2.2%
6. 8%r
2.2%t
o%
o.2%
o.2%
o.6%
I. 8'6
a.5%
6. o%
9. I*n
15.7%
2. ?%
6.2%
2. O%
0%
X
x
{). 4%
L.9%
0. l%
,.4%
7.t%
t7.L%
2. t%
7 .6%
2. ?%
a%
X
x
u.4%
L.2%
0. I%
4. B7o
6. 0'5
25.7%p
L.9na
5.4%
L.4%
o%
x
x
(J . 4no
l.  l%
0, l%
4 .9%
5 .9'a
23.5%p
L .9%
5. 0|6
L. r%
Ot^
X
X
D
r  ( a)
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
Tot aI
222.5 Irends  in  use of  C ommuni t Quota b Member State  of  loadin I 984-l 985
l'lhile  the  main interest  in  the  analysis  is  the  role  of  the community Quota relating  to'rMember state  of  haurier', (Section  2.4),  it  is  alio  of  considerable  interest  to  examine the  role  of  the  community Quota in  terms of  the  Member state of  loading  (or  unloading).  Figures  for  1984 and rgBb have been presented in  section  2.i.4  of  tfre 1995 and l9g6  Annual Reports respectively.  Here the  rgB6 results  are given together  with  t9B4 and l9B5 for  eomparison.
Because the  detailed  fiqures  from the  statistical  Directive still  have to  be finalized  for  spain  and portugal,  the anarysis  presented here for  19g6 only  relates  Io  tuR-]0 since r  oo a f'lember State  of  loading  basis,  a change in  the figures  for  Spanish or  portuguese hauliers  wilr  "6"ngu the total  figures  for  every Member state  of  roading on "i  tuR-12 basis.  (Note this  is  oif ferent  f rom the  "l,lember state  of haurier'r  basis  presented earlier  where the  detailed  figures for  Spanish and Portuguese hauriers  by relation  are not required.  )
The figures  by l,lember state  of  roading  (on an tuR-t0  basis) are given  in  Table z.B for  1984, l9B5-and t9g6,  and the corresponding percentages  in  Table 2.9.
As noted in  the  earlier  Annuar Reports,  the  share of  the community Quota in  total  t-km shows ress  differences  on a rrf'lember state  of  roading"  basis  than on a rMember state  of haulieril  basis.
cross trades form a particurarry  high share of  community
Quota movements loaded in  B and a particul-ar1y low share in
DK and GR.
The community Quota prays a particularry  important  role  for goods loaded in  DK, IRL and r  (t4%,  im  and 24% respectivery in  19B6) uut  a minor role  for  goods roaded in  NL, GR and F (9%, t0% and Il%  respectively  in  -t9g6 ).
Finally  it  can be seen that  cross-trades  play  a particulary important  role  in  totar  movements loaded in  I,  iJ and IHL and that  the  role  of  ciiGtrades  lras increased substantially  in these three  f'lember states  from l9g4  to  rgg6.  0ross-trades play  a marginar rore  in  total  movements roaded in  NL ano, especiall y,  GR.
z)T able 2.8 Ionne-kilometres international intra EUR-IO Hire  and
ilomet res
All  movements
hauliers from Membeq States of:
r";;;;;-  |  unloadine lcross-  |  totar -  |  ltrades  I
Using C. Q.
Authori-
zations
Member
State
of
loading
Year
I Bl7
?424
2928
D 19B4
L9B5
L9B6
7560
BOTB
8091
9 6rr
LOO2t
10417
t27
459
5tB
.17 > t6
r8560
19046
F l9B4
t9B5
l9B6
7001
70r2
7 302
7 3L5
7 4LO
7 608
275
324
t72
1459L
I47 46
I'282
t_r0l
L5r7
167 B
I I 984
l985
).986
6855
529'
,902
69 6r
7?70
7 664
479
635
B6t
L4295
I4200
L4429
224t
2982
t4B2
NL 1.984
1985
T9B6
7 913
B62L
9 4tt
3094
3082
5065
148
L99
234
llr95
11902
.L27 tt
59t
9t9
ro99
B 19B4
19B5
l9B6
t924
4L50
4456
4OBB
4'LB
4404
?BB
393
5L9
Bl00
B B6I
9t79
719
994
L2?5
L 19B4
l9B 5
T9B6
179
222
ttB
242
273
2Bt
7
I2
T7
428
,07
638
,6
73
9L
UK L9B4
L9B'
19B6
I'89
Lro2
L7 66
rtoT
L275
r 410
64
B1
L24
2960
2858
3too
382
482
5)9
B
20
26
292
5tt
44I
5'
r0l
Lt7
IRL L984
l9B5
19B6
22t
25r
t4I
6I
62
74
DK 19B4
l9B 5
l9B 5
r97 6
L906
20r5
,56
625
,7t
4t
5L
5L
257 5
2582
2649
584
69L
897
GR l9B4
19B5
L9B6
L3L'
L2'L
I l4B
t54
IB7
202
6
l5
t0
I67 3
r4t3
rt60
6B
I04
rl0
24T able  2.9 Percentaqe of  movements by Member state  of  roading by
Member
State
of  loading
Cross- tr ades
as % of  all
Comm. Quota
movements
Comm. Quota
movemen t s
as % of  all
H&R movement
Cross- tr ades
as % of all
H&R
movements
84  85  86 84  B'  86 84  85  86
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
18.0  18.9  tB.4
24.7  20.8  22.2
20.9  2I.3  24. B
2r.5  2L.2  2I.3
40.0  t9.5  42.4
11.0  16.1_ 18.7
16. 5  16.9  l-9 . 4
14.0  19.2  19.0
7.4  7.t  5.8
t_0.4 14.1  7.7
I0.4  ll.1  I5.4
7.5  10.6  11.0
I5.7  2L. O  24. L
6.2  7.9  8.6
8.7  rI.2  t l. I
11.1  14.4  I4.t
12.9  16.7  19 . 4
lB. B  30.9  11. I
22.7  26. B  3t.9
4.L  7.J  9.6
I.9
1.9
3.3
r.3
3.5
1.6
2.r
2.7
r.7
0.4
2. 5  2.8
2.2  2. 4
4.5  6. O
I.7  I.B
4. 4  5.5
2.4  2.7
2.8  3.8
6. O  5.9
2. O  2.3
1.0  0.7
Total 2r.3  2I. I  22.5 10.5  13.6  15.5 2.2  2.9  t. 5
25?.6 T rends for relations  with important use of Communit uota
4 and I 86
In Section 2.4 of the  LgBT Analysis and Forecasts report,  'a
detailed analysis was presented (Tables 2.4 and 2.r)  on th'e
role of the community Quota for  all  relations  (Hember State
to Member 5tat"  ror"i'"nt");  additionally  two tables (2'6A and
2,68) gave the share of the community Quota f or the 'rmost
importint', relations  (those with "more than L%n and nO't% to
lS,',  respecti;;it,  of 'the  total  t-km for  aII  relations).  To
extend this  analysis to  examine trends would lead to  some
very extensive tables,  so an alternative  method similar  to
thaI  used in  Table 2.9 in  the L987 Analysis and Forecasts
Report on t'Relations with important cross-tradestr has been
adopted.
Table 2.LO thus shows the (ranked) f6  relations  with the
highest tonne-kilometres under community Quota in  l9B5'  Also
shown is  the share of  totaltrHire  and Reward"
tonne-kllometres for  each relation  concernecJ.
Table 2.LO also shows similar  figures  for  1984, and as the
order of the relations  is  also the l986 ranking, it  is  easy
to see when the ranking has changed (e.g.  B/I  has a higher
ranking in  I986 than I984 ).
It  ean also be seen that,  except for  the relations  beween rrD
and Frr and between nF and Il  all  relations  with an importernt
use of  community Quota had a much higher share than that  f'or
aII  relations  (inown at the foot  of the table  as
ii.:f  l.  Because the "Top l4r' are based on the ranked valuers
of  t-km under the community Quota, it  is,  of  courser to  ber
expected that  the average share of total'rHire  and Rewardr''
f or the " Top 14rr (22n^, ""  also shown at the f oot of  the
table)  should be higher than that  for  all  relatlons  (tl.lni)'
The final  column of  TabIe 2. l0  Shows the increase between
1984 and 1.986 of tonne-kilometres  under community Quota for
each of the relations  considered'  (Note that  E and P
hauliers are included in  the tonne-kilometres  on relations
between IuR-10 in  l9B6 but not,  obviouslyl in  L984; howevtlr
since f  and P hauliers total  cross-trade movements in  l9B6
account for  only 29 of the L?taB (mio) intra  EUR-10
tonne-kilometres, the error  lntroduced by this  apProximat:Lon
is  negligible.)  The ratios  in  the final  column of  TabIe :z'10
vary iitIf"  from the overall  (intra  EUR-f0) average (1'59)
except for  the high ratios  I/f  (1.9+;,  B/I  (1.e+) and the low
ratios  DK/I (t.Z> ) and l/DK (1. ll  ).
26Table 2.Iu Relations  with important use of Communit uota
Relation
I 984
t-km  lShare of (nrio)  ltotaf
IHd H
l9
t-k m
(mio)
86
I snare of
Itotar
lHd(R
t-km ratio
1986 to 19Bq
I /t)
D/T
t3/ I
t/o
D/F
NL/I
I /UK
r /ts
E /I)
UK/I
DK/I
D/E
1/r
r/t
r /ox
B/D
IU'2
852
t82
442
405
340
)09
27 I
23J
298
18U
194
24I
182
I
19%
20,i6
29%
I U,r0
10%
I5%
I8%
2r%
18%
79%
4%
4%
66%
8%
I 488
r372
701
664
6)9
567
,50
444
440
394
372
371
t49
316
t16
278
28%
)o%
48d
I4%
1496
22%
3t%
39%
n.a
t2%
77%
n.a.
9%
7%
78%
1l%
1.4i.
1. 61
1.u4
i..5u
1. 58
r. 67
1. 78
1. 64
I.69
r.25
1.94
I. 6t
1.lr
r. 53
I ntra-EUR-1U
5t8 r
772u
n.c
I0. 5%
845U
12'OB
22,
Ir.5%
r.57
I. t9
Top 14
All
I ntra EUR-t2
Top.l"5
ATI
9 261
15537
n.a.
rr.5%
n.c.=  not  calculated
n.a.=  flot  available
27I9B6
2.7 T rends for  relations with important cross-trades L984 and
This  section,  as Section 2.6,  examines the  role  of  the
community Quota.by relation;  in  this  case however it  is  the
tonne-kilometres  of  cross-trades  under community Quota that
is  examined.
TabIe 2-lt  shows the  (ranked)  I6  relations  with  the  higher;t
tonne-kilometres  performed in  cross-trades  under Communit'y
QuotainlgB5.Alsoshownistheslrareoftotal
tonne-kilometres  under community Quota and the  share of  total
"Hire  and Reward" t.onne-kilometres for  the  relation  concelrnecl
-  the  f ormat is  the  same as Iable  2.9  in  the  l9B7 Anal ysi:;
and Forecasts RePort.
For 1985, the  sharer of  cross-trades  (in  total
tonne-kilometres  under community Quota) on those relations
;;;h-i;;;;l"nt  cross-trades  is  irequently  over  Ao_n^ (B/1,  l/ts,
E/D, D/'E, I/NL,  f /B)  whereas the  overall  share of
cross-trades  i;  2Z%; indeed the  average for  the  "Top I5"  is
28%, as shown at  ttre  f oot  of  the  table '
For I986,  the  share of  cross-trades  (in  total  "Hire  and
Reward,, tonne-kilometres)  on those relations  with  important
cross-trades  exceecls t0% on only  2  relatiorrs  (B/I  and I/8)
and exceeds >% on a further  5 relations  (l/D,  NL/I,  l/uK,
I/NL,  UK/l)  although one should note that  the  shares are  not
yet  available  fo"  If,"  relations  involving  [.  Ngte that  the
"u"""g"  for  the  ,'Top l4r,  is  5.t%,  compared to  the  overall
share of  t.5% (tUFt-I0 basis)-
Table 2.LL also  shows similar  figures  for  I984,  andr 8s 1n
TabLe 2.IO  of  Section 2.6,  it  is  easy to  see when the  ranking
has changed (e.g.  B/I  has a higher  ranking  in  l985  than
IgBa);  these figur"s  (ranked on I984 basis)  were presented
in  the  L987 Analysis  and Forecasts Report.  1|lhile there  are
some changes in  tne  share of  cross-trades  in  total
tonne-kilometres  under CommunitY Quota between 1984 and I9B6t
it  is  more important  to  examine the  changes in  t!"  share of
cross trades  in  total  "Hire  and Rewardtt tonne-kilometres'
First  of  alI  one should recall  the  increase  in  the  overall
share of  cross-trades  from 2.2u; in  1984 to  ).5% in  1986
(tUR-I0  basis).  Large increases  i-n the  share of  cross-trades
on relations  with  imIortant  cross-trades  can be seen for  8/I
(up lrom lI.4%  to  22.3';)  and I/B  (up from 8.2% to  L6.r%) and
I/UK (up from i.7";  to  8.6*^) and uK/I  (up from 2.Jno to  ,-i'26),
indicating  that  cross-traders  are exerting  an increasing
pressure on these relations.
FinaIIy  Table 2.II  shows the  increase  between I984 and I9B6
of  the  absolute tonne-kilometres  under cross-trades  for  eract-t
of  the  relations  considered.  The ratios  in  ttre  f inal  col-umn
of  Iable  2.II,  show that  ctoss-trades  increased particularly
quickly  on the  following  relations,  l/IJK,  B/I  and l/LJ.
28TabIe 2.It oss-tracJes"
Relation I 984
cross- trades
t.986
eross-trades
t-km
mio
Shar
c. Q.
e of
Itotar
lnan
t-k m
mio
Shar
c. Q.
e of
lTotal
lHaH
t-km ratio
1986 to  1984
B/I
I/D
I/B
E /t)
F/o
D/F
NL/I
u/1
D/E
r /ux
I /NL
8/t)
D/B
r /r
uK/t
r /ts
148
2A5
87
111
.r.01
ra2
88
64
56
68
5B
44
36
46
t9
I9
J2
25
't5
3A
l0
2I
t9
J8
)8
24
L6
48
l_1.4
t.7
8.2
2.5
2.5
4.4
2. r
3.7
4.2
t.fJ
2.8
L.l
2.7
I.9
326
3rJ7
.190
r77
17t
17u
16U
1r2
r5u
144
r05
IU5
94
79
7A
63
47
2I
43
40
26
27
2B
1t
4t)
26
42
58
)9
2J
l8
4t
22. 3
5.8
16.5
n.a.
3.7
3.7
6.2
).3
n.a.
8.6
6. >
4.2
4.4
2.4
5.1
2.4
2.20
1.50
2. ItJ
I.55
I. 65
1.t]
1.73
2.2t
1.88
I. 54
t. 62
-t. 8u
1.94
r. 37
I nt ra-f UR-ttJ
Top 14
All
1218
I645
n.c.
2I
n.c.
2.2
2 138
27 6t
26
22
5.)
3.5
l.  67
r.68
Intra-tUR--12
Top I6
Att
?465
l4 0l
28
22
n.a.
).4
29It  is  also of interest  to  examine the cross-trade situation
"""ording 
to the relations  which have the highest
tonne-kilometres under Community Qugta in  l9B6' i'e '  the
,,Top r6rr relation"  "r  Iable 2.r'0.  The results  are shown in
Tabte Z.IZ and the difTErfi;l-lfr.  ranking of relations  between
,Community  Quota baeiis'r andttCross-trades basis'r can easily  be
seen.
cross-trades on relations  with important use of
ffinrtrnity  Quota' lg86
T abl e 2,I2
Cross-trades
Share of
t-km lc.o.lTotaI
mio  I  lnaH
Relation
5,8
).)
?2.3
t.7
5.7
6.2
8.6
16.5
n.a.
,.7
2.t
n.a.
2.U r.t
5 .'t
4.2
2I
II
47
?6
27
28
26
43
40
18
3
40
23
r9
7
l8
I48I
r37 2
7U1
664
659
,67
5ra
444
440
t94
37?
37L
349
316
3r6
278
t07
L5'l
t76
173
170
l.6ti
I44
190
177
70
II
150
79
>9
2I
105
| /t)
D/T
8/l
f/n
D/F
NL/I
I /UK
r/ts
t /t)
UK/T
DK/T
D /8. r/r
r /r
T /DK
ts/D
L9 67
77 6'
845U
I2'AB
I ntra-EUR-10
Top 14
AII
?294
l4ul
I ntra-tUR-I2
Top I6
AII
302.8
From the community Quota statistics,  information is  avairable ngt onry for  "alr  cross-trades, on each relation  (as discussed in  section ?.7) but also the cro$s-trades performed by each of the l0  Member states who are neither the origin  or destination of a particular  relation.  In order to investigate the situation  of  'active"  cross-traders, this section examines the rore of the ,rargest  cross-tradersr,. Later, the most important rrlargest 
""6"s-trader  on each relationrt wilr  be examined, buI since there may be several
'f activert cross-traders on a given reration  ( f ;;  "*"*pr e g/r) , a first  examination of,largest  cross-tradersrf wirr  rank the
"Top L6" irrespective  of  wh6ther I  particurar  relation  occurs more than once; the results  are shown in  Tabte 2.r3.
Table 2.rt  shows the t,Top 1,6, 'rlargest cross-tradersr, ranked according to the tonne-kilometres  in  1986. Arso shown are the share of  "alr  eross-trades,,(c.T.),  "community  Quota,' ( C. Q. )  and " Total Hire & Reward" (H&R )'on that  reiaLion; finally  the Member state whose hauriers are the',largest cross-tradersrr is  shown in  brackets.
In 1986, NL had B out of  thet,Top L6" r'largest
eross-traders',  followed by B (4),  F (l)  aiO L (l).  In  4 casesr including both NL and F on the relation  B/r,  the
'rlargest cross-tradertt had more than 5% of the ,'toIar  Hire and Rewardrt market on the reration  concerned, the highest percentage being IA.4% for  NL on the B/I  relation.  inu calcuration of  the totars  at the foot  of  Tabre z.r)  would, except for  the totals  given, have no meaning since rerations are arready double counted (and in  one case-triple  counted) in  the "Top r6"i  for  this  reason the usual r"11ir rine  at  the foot of the table has been excluded.  For the same reason the shares forttTop l4tr and,,Top L6r'have no meaning in TabIe 2.I3  and have thus been Ieft  bIank.
Table 2.I3  also shows the ,largest  cross-trader,  for  the same rerations in  7984,  Excluding rerations with [,  rz of the l4 relations  had the same Member State astrlargesI  cross-traderfl in  both years; _additiolally  the onry exceptions, Rank 10, r /D (NL) instead of F/D (B) and Rank 16-, f /O'(Z)  (Bi  instead of r/D (2)  (NL), represent just  a smali switch between the rrrargestttand "2nd largesttt cross-traders on the relation
F /D.
TabIe 2.13 also shows that,  for  the "Top l4  Intra  EuR-I0r' the growth of  the Itlargest cross-trades, r.z0  bras very close to the ratio  observed in  Tables 2. l0  and 2. tr.  Individual rrlargest cross-traders'r showing exceptionarly hiqh growth among.the ',Top .14" were L (on B/I  (l)),  NL (bn I7B)-ana NL (on B/I),  where the growth exceeded 2.4 in  each case.
JI'[able ?,I5 Relations  with  imPortant ilIarqest  cross-ttadet"
Rela-
tion
1984
Iargest  cross-trader
1986
largest  cross-trader
t-k m
ratio
L986
to
I 984 t-k m
mio
Share clf
c.T.lc.Q.lH&RlM.s.
ltl
t-k m
mio
Share o r.t.lr.o.l
f'
H&Rl|4.s:
| /t)
13/ I
E. /T)
D/E
NL/I
r/ts
I /NL
B/ r (2)
ts/D
r/D
D/I
B/r(3)
D/F
lD /ts
lD/r(2)
lr /D Q)
r27
:'
6,
4tJ
40
4t
t9
5u
44
24
,4
4B
l0
45
6?
:'
64
45
7L
29
B7
44
5t)
I5
l12
I Bl
l2e I  l8
L2 
l L6 
l -l
-l rel
15
28
tI
t2
rI
,
6
I'
ll
7
t0
't.tl
4.81
I -l
I
-l
I
,1.81
).81
.,. u
.r. t
2.6
.l.l
l.u
.L. B
l.]
2.4
o.7
0.9
(NL)
(NL)
tsl
(NL)
(ts)
(F)
(NL)
(NL)
r(NL)
l(L)
l(NL )
l(rut-)
l(B)
l(B)
182
r52
l4l
-t l5
t10
ro2
8.L
7B
77
7>
69
69
65
6L
60
60
tel
47  1
I B0 
| 77 
I
69
,4
77
24
7t
43
4t
2I
t7
65
t5
t>
L2 l
?vl )L 
I tr 
I 19 l
23 
1 t2
II
28
tl
5
l0
t0
2'
9
9
t.6
,l [J. 4
n.a.
n.a.
4.t
8.8
5.0
5.5
t.a
1.6
r.5
| 4.7
I r.4
| 2.e
I r.r
I r.l
(NL)
(NL)
(F)
(F)
(ts)
(NL)
(ts)
(F)
(NL)
(ts)
(NL)
i(L)
l(ru1)
I ( NL )
l(ts)
l(ru1)
I.4
,._o
r.7
2.6
2. tJ
I.8
r.l
1.5
t.6
2.9
),.2 r.t
2.U
I.4
Intra-
7to I2t9 r.70
ENR - TU
Top L4
I ntra-
ilR:TZ
Top I6 L495
FinaIly,  ss in  seetion  2.7,  it  is  also  of  interelst  to  examine the
r,Iargest  cross-trader"  $ituation  according  to  tfre relations  which
have the  highest  tonne-kilometres  under community Quota in  l9u6'
i.€.  the,,Top  l6,r  relations.  The results  are  slrown in  Table i''I4'
Inl986,NLhad7outo|.the''Topl6'|ttlargest-()ro"":lraderon
relations  with  highest  tonne-kilometres  'nJer 
CommunitY Quota"
followed  by B (5);  F (2)  and D (r)'
The inelusion  of  D in  the  "Top 15" may surprise  "??derst
considering  the  low t'total  cross-trades"  by D hauliers
(gg mio t-km in  I986 -  Table t.2)  i  however on tlre  relation  I /DK
where capacity  is  very  "tight-  !iui  of  lhu  total  "Hire  and Re",'rard,
t-km is  under Ccrnunity Quota -  iable  2'Ia)'  D has 7I-: of  alI
cross-trades  on this  relation  and 3.7% of  the  total  I'Hire  and
Reward,, t-km on this  relation  (the  5th  highest  percentage  obterined
among the  " ToP -l'6" ) .Iable 2.r4  "Laroe=s! cros?;trfdels"  g[r. relations  with important
use o r  uommunt ty  Q uota. 19U6
Relation Com.
Quot a
t-k m
mio
L arge
t-km
mio
t  cross-trader
Share of
c.T.lc.A.lToral
I  lH* tt
M. 5,
r /t)
D/1
u/t
r/o
D/r
NL/I
I /UK
r/a
E/t)
UK/I
Dx/ I
D/E
r /r
F/t
I /DK
8/t)
l4B8
Lt7 ?
7AL
664
639
,67
,50
444
440
t94
372
37 I
t49
516
3r6
278
782
69
r52
75
6t
It 0
58
ra2
.14I
46
,
rl5
49
)2
L5
77
,9
45
47
4t
t7
69
40
,4
BU
66
45
77
62
54
7I
75
I2
5
22
11
t0
I9
11
2t
)2
r7.
I
t1
14
1u
,
28
t.6
1.5
I0. 4
1.5
-t. 4
4.t
t.5
8.8
n.a.
t.8
1.U
n.a.
1.2
tJ .7
t.7
1.0
(NL)
(NL)
(nr-)
(B)
(NL)
(ts)
(ts)
(NL)
(F)
(ts)
(NL)
(r)
(ts)
(B)
(D)
( NL )
I ntra-EUR-10
Iop 14
relations 8450 1 015 52 L2 2.6
I ntra-tUR-12
Top 16
relations
of  which
Iargest
cross-trader
-  NL(7)
-  B (6)
-  F (2)
- D (r)
926I
529 4
2844
81t
)16
I29 I
6ro
t70
256
l5
56
52
54
78
7I
l4
I2
1.3
32
5
n.a.
3.2
2.O
n.a.
).7
JJCHAPTER  3
-
fxp"cteO",g"onot
t. I  I ntroduction
In  [Jlrapter 2 it  was shown that  in  1986 Lr.r% of  the
tonne-kilometres  performed by Hire  and Reward hauliers  in
international  intra-Community (EUR-f2) traffic  was done under
Community Quota authorisations.  hlith  the  continuing  rapid
cumulative  increase  in  the  number of  Community quota
authorisations  since  1984: tO % in  1985, 4I  i5 in  1986
(al-though this,  of  course,  includes  Spain and Portugal  for
the  first  time)r  55% in  7987, and L7 % already agreed for
l9BB,  it  is  of  considerable  interest  to  examine the
development of  the  expected share of  the  Community Quota in
total  Hire  and Reward international  intra-Community traffic.
tsefore proceeding to  the  calculation  of  the  expected economic
impact of  Community Quota authorisations  from I9B7 to  1989,
it  is  first  necessary to  forecast  the  tonne-kilometres
performed by Hire  and Reward hauliers  from 19B7 to  1989.
35.r.2 Forecast of total  rtHire and Rewardt' internat!.qna.l
Intra:Tommun i t y tonne- kilome tres 1987-1989
In  TabIe I. I  the  "total  tonne-kilometres"  performed by rrHire
and Reward't hauliers  on international  intra-0ommunity
journeys  was shown for  19B3 to  1986 on an IUR-10 basis
Iog"ther  with  the  t9g6 results  on an tUR-12 basis.  This
"t;tal  tonne-kilometlesrrwas  taken as the  sum of  the
bilateral  movements ( reported  under the  Statj.stical  Directive
7B/546) and cross-trade  movements (reported  under the
Community Quota ReguIation tI64/76).
Due to  the  availabilnty  of  preliminary  results  from a PRUGN0S
study,  it  is  now possiible to  derive  separate growth factors
for  i'totaI  Lonne-kilometresrr  for  hauliers  of  each I'lember
5tate.  This provides  a mote robust  method of  estimating
differential  growth rates  for  different  Member States  than
ttrat  used in  inu  l9B? Analysis  and Forecasts Report which
depended on the  pro-rata  growth of  cross-trades.  The new
method not  only  allows  faster  growth rates  tr:  be applied  to
the  new Member 5taLesr  spain  and Portugal,  but  also  can be
used with  more conf irlence f or  the  predictioFls '
Due to  the  confident:iality  associated  with  the  preliminary
results  from the  PR0GN0S multi-client  study'  it  is  not
possible,  at  present,  to  set  out  the  precise  tonnage
ho"ecasts for  l99u  on which the  differential  growth rates
have been calculated.  It  should also  be stressed  that  the
differential  growth rates  have been constrained  around a
Community "u"i"g" 
of  5% and that  this  does not  necessarily
corre"ponO to  t[e  overall  PR0GN05 figure  for  road haulaqe'
The reason for  using  5% is  that  the  latest  figures  availabl'e
for  tonnes (O.lft,,  ZrA26 and 7.7% for  the  first  three  quarters
of  I?BT -  Quarterly  lteport  No 27) together  with  the  figures;
for  recent  years (tl.7x  average growth rate  19BI to  1986
(nitaterals  only  -  Table 1. f)  and slightly  frigher  if  one
takes cross-trades  into  account) suggest that  ,% growth of
road haulage ( in  tonne-kilometres)  is  sustainable  with  the
2.ryi growti  of  gross domestic product  expected over the  ne><t
few y-ars  (average growth rate  for  the  last  few years has
been remarkably steady at  about 2.2%).
36Table ].1  sets out the (rounded) growth rates for  hauliers different  l'lember States ranging from ).6% for  Ireland to  7. Portugal together with the estimated totat  tonne-kilometres rrHire and Rewardrr hauliers on intra-community international journeys for  1985 to  1989 (the 19Bd figures are taken from l.l  ).  Furl details  of  the calculations are given in  Annex
fr om
9% for
for
TabIe
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TabIe J.1  Growth rates  and total tonne-kilometres  for  hauliers
from di fferent  Member States.  1986 -I989
Member
State
of
haulier
Growth
rate tot aI
rrHire and llewardtt
t-km international  intra  Communitv
( x mio t-km)
1986 I987 1988 1989
IJ
t
I
NL
ts
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
E
P
4. fJH
4.2%
5. 3%
4. B%
,.5%
,.  t%
4.7%
3. 6%
4.7%
7 .4%
6. 6%
7 .9 6
17 8U2
I5U6TJ
12062
r8700
907 8
884
4051
778
4068
2r23
12895
17 50
185t"9
r67 )t
r27 A'
19595
9r63
9tr
4242
806
426I
228t)
137 4I
1888
19254
r7 43t
r llBl
205t1
1.0u7]
9BI
4442
835
4463
2449
I4640
2Ut7
20017
rBl5l
I4A9 I
2tto9
t061u
t0ll
46' I
86'
467 3
2629
15597
2197
tuR-12 5. A% t_uu251 IA5264 1I0529 I I60 5l
37:t.t  Number of Communit uota authorisations 1984 -  I9B9
The breakdown of  authorisations  between Member States  is
given in  Iable  ).2.  For  Ig87n two sets  of  fiqures  are given;
In"t  marked rrlt'  corresponds to  the  Decision r:f  the  Council  iof
l6  December 1986 which relates  to  the  "15,'o + compensationil
increase  (these  numbers of  authorisations  were valid  for  th'e
Ist  half  of  IgBT), and that  marked I'II'r  corresponds to  the
Decision of  the  Council of  30 June L9B7 which relates  to  the
tf40 % + compensationil  increase  (valid  for  the' 2nd half  of
I9B7 ) ,
For 1988, three  sets  of  figures  are giveni  that  T"rked 
I'Arl
which reiates  to  the  Decision of  the  Commission of  6 Uctober
I9B7 which related  to  the  I5  % increase  (vaIi.d  from lst
January IgBB ),  that  nrarked rrBrr which relates  to  the  Decision
of  the  Commission of  ?6 November 1987 which t'elates  to  the
"L5 % + compensationt' increase  (valicl  from lrd  14arch I98B)
and that  marked rrCrr vrhich relates  to  the  compromise proposal
on the  table  of  the  Council  of  I4  March 1988 which relates  to
the'40  % + compensat j.onrr increase.
For  1989, a Iinear  increase  of  40 % (as  per the  coltPfomise
proposal on the  tabler of  the  Council  of  I4  March I9BB)'  has
been used.
38Table 1.2
Number of  Communit uota authorisations t9B4 -  1988
l,le mb e r
State
I 984 I9B5 t9B6 1987
I  I  rr
t)
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
E
P
727
656
,67
626
434
ttl_
436
BB
385
88
914
BIJl
72r
785
,7 t)
179
,,I
I47
469
III
rtl2
957
BB]
9r,
747
245
673
204
625
170
673
2tt
I 441
123B
1178
129 I
868
305
76A
258
7t9
250
829
t0e
17 t5
1488
I424
L553
IA) 6
404
902
t4I
929
29t
I 014
476
tUR-
IO/12 4 018 5268 7 4)7 9 446 II'3'
l,lembe r
State
l_988
Alulc
1989
t)
F
I
NL
tJ
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
E
P
1955
167 I
1610
17 4t
119 0
5 01_
IO27
420
t.l-01
365
II7 
' ,17
19"
167 I
1661)
I7 4t
1190
501
IO27
420
t"Iul
4I'
r22'
567
2t7 4
20LB
2022
2IA4
t"488
693
1265
671
I444
658
L54t
873
)324
2826
28'I
29 45
2084
e7I
177 I
940
2422
922
2I6I
t22)
EUR-12 r327 7 13477 ),7I53 2402t
393.4  F orecast of  use of  Communit uota  autlrorisalLions I98u - 1989
Information  on the  total  tonne-kilometres  under Community
Quota authorisations  for  hauliers  from each l'lember State  hav
been set  out  in  TabIe '2. L f or  -L9B) to  1985 tr:qether  with
provisional  results  For 1987; the  average tonne-kilometres
per authorisation  ha've also  been given  in  Table 2'2'
fxamination  of  the  rrlsults  of  Iable  2.2  indir:ates  that  the
steady rise  in  averarle tonne-kilometres  per  authorisation  ha
ended, indeed the  provisional  results  f or  19i37 show a
reduct ion  f or  most l"lr:mber 5tates.
A method has been de'veloped to  allow  for  the  reduction  of
average tonne-kilometres  per  authorisation  8rs the  nurnber of'
cornmrnity Quota auth,orisatiops  increases;  the  method is
described in  Annex A.
The forecast  use of  Community Quota authorisations  for  198t|
(I988 B and IgBB C, see Section  ).5)  and 1989 togettrer  witir
the  figures  for  I9B6 and the  (provisional)  fiqures  for  I987
are shown in  Tabte ).3.  Itre forecasts  for  1988 and I989  al:e
obtained by combining the  number of  authorisiations  ( shown j-n
TabIe 3.2)  with  the  average tonne-kilometres  per
authorisation  for  1987 ( from Table 2.2)  and applying  the
method for  the  reduct ion  of  average tonne-ki.Lometres per
authorisation  as the  number of  Community  Quota authorisaticrns
increases  (Annex A).  Futl  details  of  the  cetlculation  are
shown in  Annex B.
TabIe t.t  Use of  Communit uota authorisations I986-1989
x mio t-km
lulembe r
State
of
haul ier
7986
( actual )
1987
( prov. )
1988 ts
( forecast )
1988 t)
( forecast )
1989
( forecast )
l)
F
I
NL
b
L
UK
I RL
DK
GR
I
P
2722
r85 5
19 U'I
1908
147 4
445
IA32
280
1776
2r7
I>49
180
1.104
24U7
2) 12
27 53
23U9
6ru
L',LAe
368
19t3
'222
2I 16
622
)822
29rr
2950
))7 4
2887
74t
149 4
461
24U I
t52
28 r)
94I
464 I
)564
359 t
407 t
l6tu
8)9
I826
606
28 L2
5re
354 t
r2t8
6498
499 I
SUtl
57 03
49U2
9tt
2 t81
714
) 425
l8)
49 62
It42
tuR-12 r5537 199B' '25 te 5 )u9a4 4L86'
40t.5  Share of  C ommuni t uota  in  total  I'Hire and Rewardtl international  intra-CommunJt tonne- ki ometresr I987--19S9
Dividing  the  figures  in  Iabte  3.3  on the  use of  community
Quota authorisations  by those  from TabIe j.r  on the  totat
tonne-kilometres  by t'Hire  and Reward'hauriers  on intra
EUR-12 journeys,  the  percentage share of  the  community Quota can be carculated;  the  resurts  are set  out  in  Table 3.4.
Table 3.4  shows that  the  disparities  observed between f,lember
States  in  1986 (see Section  Z.).t,  Table Z.15 of  the  19U6
Annuar Report)  are estimated  to  have been onJ-y marginally
reduced in  1987 and are not  forecast  to  be substanIially
reduced in  1988 or  I989.  The analysis  thus  supports the  view that  hauriers  from some Member states  wirl,  effectively,  be free  from quantitative  restrictions  several  years before
r992.
TabLe 3,4  Percenta e share of  Communit Quota in  total
internat onal  intra EUR-I2 le trH i re  and  R ewardrt
haul iers I9 B6 -I9 89 in  t-km
Membe r
State  of
haulier
1985
( actual)
19B7
( est inrate )
1988 B
( forecast )
"19u 8 0
( forecast )
19 89
( forecast  )
t)
F
I
NL
[J
L
UK
I RL
IJK
GR
E
P
r5. 3
11.5
J"5.8p
IU,2
I6.2
50. 3
25.5
36. O
43 .7
IO.2
12. Op
2r .7
16.8
14. 4
t8.2
14.U
24. 7
6r.5
28.5
45 .7
45,8
9.7
rr.4
32.9
2r)
l7
22
16
29
76
t4
56
54
-1" 4
I9
46
24
21)
27
20
36
B6
41
7t
6t
2t
24
6I
32
27
J6
27
46
90
51
8l
7)
ta)
32
1t)
EUR-12 I5.5p t9.u 22.8 28.U 36.l
4lAnnex  A
-
REDUCTION OF AVERAGE USE OF COMMUNITY QUOTA AUTHORISATIONS
J ntroduction
The methodology presented here was developed to  assess the role
of  the Community Quota as requested by the Council in  June 1986.
As the proposal on the Council table since March 19BB only gives
the proposed number of  authorisations for  L9BB and l9B9' the
analysis in  this  report only goes as far  as 1989.  The
methodology for  the adjustment of  average use of  Community Quota
authorisations has however been developed to permit an analysis
through to  1992 using the same procedure.
1.  The planned cumulative increase in  the number of  Community
Quota authorisations is  very much higher than the expected
growth of  total  tonne-kilometres achieved byrrHire and Reward"
hauliers  (assumed to be 5 % in  this  report).  It  follows that
the share held by Community Quota of  the tonne-kilometres
achieved by I'Hire and Rewardil hauliers will  also rise  rapidlyt
particularly  initially.  However it  is  quite evident that  the
share cannot exceed 100 % and a method is  required to  adjust
the average tonne-kilometres per authorisation so that  there
is  a decline as 1993 approaches. Such an adjustment would give
a more realistic  estimate of the share of  tonne-kilometres
achieved under the Community Quota.
2.  The simplest adjustment method which was first  examined was to
assume that  the average tonne-kilometres per authorisation
remained the same, for  each Member State, until  the share held
by the Community Quota reached l-00 % of total  "Hire  and
Reward" tonne-kilometres;  thereafter  the average
tonne-kilometres was adjusted so that  the share remained
exactly at  100 %. Diagramatically the assumptions are shown in
Figures Al and A2.
43100  %
Adj usted
Share
Fiqure A l
t00 %
Share assuming average tonne-kilometresi
per authorisation unehanged
Fiqure A 2
sharp
mathemat ical I y.
1.0
Adjusted average
t onne-ki Iometres
per authorisation
in  comparison
with  l9B8
198 B Year 
-;y
While the above method gave rrplausiblerr results,  the
"discontinuity'r  in  both diagrams was unsatisfactory
443. A second method examined was
the average tonne-kilometres
5tate,  deereased by a fixed
of  multipliersr  soyr
to assume that,  as
per authorisation
amount, so that one
I99)  approached,
for  each Member
should use a series
Diagramaticall  y
be compared to  F
0. 95
o.9
0.8
o. 65
the assumption can
igure A 2.
1989
199t)
199I
1992
be seen
Adjusted average
t onne-k i I omet res
per authorisation
in  comparison
with  1988
[ven with this  method
"L{J0 % limit'r  on the
getting'r impossiblerl
Fioure A l
198I 1989  I99A t99I  1992
1.U
o.95
t0.9
u.8
a. 65
it  was necessary
share held by the
resul ts ,
in Figure A I  which should
to  apply, in  addition,  the
Community Quota to  avoid
45While this  method gave results  that  were broadl-y plausible  as far
as the share of tonne-kilometres under the Commurrity Quota were
eoncerned, the method provided no adjustment (exrcept where the
rI00 lo Iimitil  was reached) to  the relative  tonne-"kilometres per
authorisation for  different  Member 5tates,  and hernce no relative
adjustment to the I'tonne-kilometres  per authorisation'r for  each
Member State.
A further  minor difficulty  was that  there was no self-evident  wa:/
in  adjusting the multipliers,  if  it  was desired to  look at
alternative  overall  growth rates  ( other than 5 '^") or other rates of
increasing the overall  Community Quota (other than 40 %)'
4.  The method finally  adopted was to  establish a "Urliversal"
adjustment factor  which was only a function of  ttre % share of  total
tonne-kilometres  carried out by "Hire and Reward" hauliers that
would have been held by the Community Quota if  the "average
tonne-kilometres  per aruthorisation'r had remained constant.
The rrUniversalrt adjustment factor  had to  be eslablished empiricerlly
as Member States are not yet exhibiting  a suffic.i-ent drop in
avepage use which woulrd permit a calibration.  It  was assumed that
providing the % share held by the Community  Quolba was less than 4[J
'^, there would be no adjustment, but that  as the share exceeded
40 %, there would be a progressively larger  redur:tion in  such a way
that  the % share never exceeded -l-00 %. For simpl.icity  an adjusterd
value was established f or each of  the f ollowing r.rnadj usted valuers,
40 %, ,o  %, 6a %r. . .,  150 %, 2oo %, 100 %, 400 %, 6oo '^ and it  was
assumed that  Iinear  interpolation  between these r:nadjusted  valuels
would be sufficiently  accurate for  practical  purposes. The tabul-ar
values adopted were as shown in  Table Al-
46Table A L
Unadjusted  % share held
by Community Quota
assuming no fall  in
average tonne-kilometres
per authorisation
Adjusted % share
0-40
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100 %
l_I0 %
120 %
I)O '^
),40 %
I50 %
200 ,^
too %
400  %
500  %
No change
48%
t4%
5g ',o
64%
68%
7?%
75%
78%
81 %
83%
85%
90%
95%
98%
99%
47o/o
90
12
Diagramatically the assumptions for  the "UniversalL'r adjustment factor
can be seen in  Figure A 4, this  should be compared with Figure A l''
Fiqure A 4
Adj usted
Share
200 o/o
Unad-i usted *  share hel-d
by Communaty Quota
assurnj-ng no faII  ln
averilge tonne-kilometres
per i)uthorrsatj-on
It  should be stressed that  otherrrUniversal"  adju,stment factor  curves
could be established which have an initial  slope of 4r"  and final-ly
approach the 100 % "adjusted share". It  follows that,  while the
rrUniversallradjustment factor  curve chosen may not gi-ve the correct
absolute level  of  adjusted share for  Member States, it  does prov'ide a
method of  adjustment that  will  give
share for  each Member State.
a better  esti.mate of the relative
100 lr0
48t.  In applying therrUniversaltradjustment  factor  described in  the
previous section,  it  should be noted that  J l-lember states,  L,  IRL
and IJK had already exceeded the 40 % share (in  IgsT) from which an
adjustment takes pJ.ace.
To allow for  ttris  f act,  it  was necessary to  rrcalculate backwards,,
(since thettobservedr'%  in  7987 is  already assumed to be adjusted)
and estimate what the unadjusted  % would have been in  19g7.
Although this  refinement produced a rather smarl change in  the
finar  figures,  except for  L,  it  wourd be necessary to make this
refinement in  any future  assessment which used lgBB (or later)
observed values. The rirefinementrr has thus been included in  this
Report to indicate  the methodology.
6.  The forecast through to  1989 using therrUniversalI  adjustment
factor  method described in  Section 4 and the rtrefinement" described
in  Section 5 are given in  Annex g.
49Annex b
Foreeast of  total  tonne-kilometres  under Community  Quota
authorisations
The (unadjusted)  tonne-kilometres  under Community Uuota
authorisations  are calculated  pro  rata  to  the  increase  in  the
number of  authorisations  ( I able  Bl ) .  Dividing  these results  by
those for  total  tonne-kilometres  (Table  3. I )  gives  the
(unadjusted)  % share under Community Quota authorisations
(Table ts2).
The adjusted  figures  are obtained  via  the  I'Universal- adjustrnent
f actorl  table  (Table Al )  in  Annex A.  The unad justed  i,i shares
(Table B2) are examined one by one in  the  Ieft-hand  column (of
Iable  A.L) and the  corresponding adjusted  % share read off  from
the  right-hand  column ( of  '[able Af )  -  interpolating  Iinearly  for
intermediate  values.  The resulting  adjusted  % shares are set  out
in  TabIe u l.
The ( adjusted)  tonne-kilometres  under Community  Quota
authorisations  are then obtained by multiplying  the  ( adiusted)
,'6 shares (Iable  lJl)  by the  Iotal  tonne-kilometres  (Table l.I);
the  results  are qiven  in  TabIe ts4.
Tables tsl to  B4 also  show, at  the  foot  of  tire  tablesr  ttre
modified  results  for  L,  IRL and DK to  take  into  account the  fact
that  these Member States  had over  4A% of  ttre tonne-kilometres
under Community Quota in  1987 (see section  5 of  Annex A).  These
modified  figures  are called  "pre-adjustedI  in  ]ables  Ul  and Bz
( since  they  have been adjusted  backwards) while  those in
TabIes Bt  and B4 are described  as "pre-  and post-adjustedrr  (as
tlrey have been adjusted  backwards and then forwards using  the
UniversaL adj ustment factor  ) .  I t  shoul-d be noted that  Lhe pre-
and post-adjusted  figures  for  L,  IRL and IJK are the  same as the
"adjustedt'figures  given  in  the  upper part  of  the  table  for
onl y.
5l
19 87TAtsLT ts 1
UNADJUS]ID T{]IAL.KM  UNDTR COMMUNITY QUOTA
pRE-ADJU5l  ED l" I GURtS r',0R L ,  I RL AND DK
Ave .  t-k m
per auth.
19 87 L9B7 1988 ts I9BB C 7989
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F
I
NL
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L
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IHL
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t
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19 r5
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1777
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27 53
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I2U9
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222
2I 16
622
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29rr
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557 4
2gB7
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149 4
516
2581
t52
28r)
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464L
5564
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4U7 t
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82t
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IL55
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Growth rates  for  hauliers  from different  l"lember 5tates,  I986-1989
uased on the  preliminary  ( confidential  )  results  of  a PR0GN05
mult i-client  study,  it  was possible  to  extraet  the  marginal
totals  for  movements between tUR-1 2  ( the  PR0GNtlS study  covered
more 5tates)  for  1984 and 199O.  Averaging these marginal  totals
for  both  rtinrr and t'outrrtraffic  produced a single  tonnage for
each I'lember State  for  both  1984 and I990,  from which an annual
growth rate  could be calculated.  Each individual  growth rate  was
then expressed as a ratio  to  the  growth rate  for  tUR-12 as a
whoIe.  Ihese f actors  are  slrown in  column (2)  of  lable  C.I.
It  slrould be noted that  these
tonnages moved rrinrr and rroutrl
of  rtlulember State  of  haulier".
growth rates  for  eachrrMember
each f"lember State  retains  the
rroutrr of  its  l'lember Sate;  this
should be approximately  valid
factors  are calculated  from the
of  each f'lember State  irrespective
To use this  approach to  derive  the
5tate  of  haulj-errr thus  implies  thaL
same share of  traffic  rrinrt and
is  a neutral  assumption which
in  the  short  run.
Applying the  multipliers  to  the'rtonne-kilometres"  in  I986t
CoIumn (l),  gives  a much larger  total  (fO0r12)  than the  sum of
Column (l),  (luU25L),  mainly  due to  the  fact  that  the  figures  in
Column (l)  are tonne-kilometres  whereas the  factors  from the
PR0GN05 work were based on tonnes.  It  is  thus  necessary to  apply
an initial  adjustment factor  of  0.940865 (fOOZrI/IO65rZ) to  the
multipliers  in  0olumn (2);  the  result  is  given  in  Column ( 5 ).  To
produce the  required  growth rates  for  an overall  (EUR-12) growth
of  !yi,, it  is  just  necessary to  multiply  Column {5)  by 5%; this  is
shown in  Column (6 ).
Table C.2 sets  out  the  calculations  from the
19B9 using the  growth rates  from Column (6)
for  1987, it  is  necessary to  apply a further
factor  so as to  control  the  overall  (tUR-12)
5%.
1985 base t.hrough to
of  TabIe C. l.  Except
smal I  adj ustment
increase  to  exactly
57T able  C .1
Growth rates for  hauliers from different  Member States
Initial  adjustment factor  10t]251 :  0.940865
ro6552
l"lembe r
$tate
( I )
Multiplier
( from
PROGNOS
study)
TotaI t-km
I 985
Product
(2) x (l)
(4)
Adj usted
multipli.er
(2)  x initial
adj.  f act.or
Growth rates
for  overall
,% growth
rate
(5)  x  !>%
6
D
F
I
NL
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L
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t
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I.678474
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16060
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0. 80 52:r,
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58T able C .2
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Adj ustment factor:
rowth rate  with rowth rates for  individual
I98 - 1989 mio t-km
526) = 0.998104 frB
5526 = U.996394 w6
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State
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haulier
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1986 1987
extra 
I total
1988
I "oj. 
I extralextra  ltotal
I 989
| "oj. 
I extralextra  ltotal
Total
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5r^ 100251 50ll ro1264 ,26t ( 5265 ) rLa529 5526 ( 5124 ) I 16051
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I
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B
L
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IRL
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I
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4. 026%
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5. t47%
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16060
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t 8700
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2LO
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2LL
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20037
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